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Find us on

All r*ns are on Mondays meet at 19.30 for 19.40 start unless stated.
All directions/ timings are approximate and start from Patcham roundabout A23/A27 junction.

DATE

#NO

ON ON

REF

5th December 2016
2007
Plough, Pyecombe
Directions: A23 north. First exit A273. 1st left, pub on right. Est. 5 mins.

292 126

HARES
St.Bernard

12th December 2016 2008
White Horse, Ditchling
325 152
Bogeyman & Roaming Pussy
Directions: A23 north to A273. B2112 to Ditchling. Right at roundabout. Park in village car park on right. Est. 10 mins.

ANNUAL CHRISTMAS FANCY DRESS HASH, DINNER, AWARDS AND PARTY:
19th December 2016 2009 Hash-socks
socks Hotel,
Hotel Hassocks
304 156
Ride
Ride-It,
Baby!
Directions: North on A23 filter left on A273 over Clayton Hill. Turn right at Stone Pound traffic lights, pub by station on left
hand side. 7PM START! As usual, lots of red Christmassy tinselly fancy dress on the r*n please!

26th December 2016 2010
Half Moon, Balcombe
Balco
310 307
Keeps It Up & Wildbush
Directions: A23 north to Handcross. Right on B2110 over A23 then left on High Street. Turn right at roundabout then after a
mile, as B2110 bears left, go straight ahead on Handcross Road. Right at the end then left for pub.
pu Est. 25 mins.
IMPORTANT: 11am start. Joint with W&NK H3
2nd January 2017

2011

Tiger Inn, East Dean 558 979
Lily the Pink
Directions: A27 east past Lewes to Drusillas roundabout. Right, 1st left
then right over bridge, and right again. Left on A259 at T junction. Take
road for Birling Gap and park in car park 1st right. Est. 30 mins.
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CHRISTMAS IS FOR SHARING:
09/01/17
16/01/17
23/01/17
30/01/17

Lockhart Tavern, Haywards Heath
Snowdrop, Lindfield
TBA
Cat & Canary

Rob
Rik
Trevor

HASHING AROUND:
Hastings H3 Sunday
4/12/16 10.66am
Black Horse, Telham - Sh*t Stirrer and Duracell
CRAFT H3 #95 Friday 16/12/16 7pm
Burrell Arms, Haywards Heath – Bogeyman & Roaming Pussy
Thought for the day: Did our Christmas cards early this year.
Both Visa and MasterCard are maxed out.

BH7 HASH EVENTS DIARY & NOTICES
DIARY DATES – see full list of events being attended by Brighton hashers on website under Away Hashes:
24-26/03/2017
25-28/08/2017
25-27/05/2018
Sept. 2018

BH7 2000th r*n celebration weekend – see below, website or grab forms on Mondays.
UK Nash Hash Easton College, Norwich http://uknashhash2017.co.uk/
World Interhash - Nadi, Fiji
Mother Hash 80th Anniversary event – see BS#226 or visit www.motherhash.com for more details.
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CHRISTMAS HASH R*N, AWARDS AND PARTY
th
19 December 2016
Once again the Hassocks have have let us have the £20 deal for our party.
Menu on the left, and as usual Pat ‘Ride-It, Baby’ is taking orders, as soon as
possible please, either on Monday nights after the hash or by e-mail to:
patmorfitt@talktalk.net.
Full payment required at time of ordering to ensure you’re on the list!
If you are the current holder of any of the awards, or even if you’ve got some
forgotten bit of junk lying around which may actually have been the result of an
earlier award, please could you ensure arrangements are made to get it back to
someone (not me, but .. someone. Ed). That way we can pass it on to whichever
worthy is to do the dusting this time round.
Similarly if you have any ideas for awards make sure you share discreetly with
either Prof or Mudlark.
NB: A difference between the e-mail version and the copy given by the pub to RiB
revealed that the Brie starter and Salmon main had been dropped from our
discounted menu.
Anyone wishing to order these items may do so, but there will be an additional
£2.50 charge.
You’d have thought that after all these years of our custom they’d suck up their
error, but they’re being hard-line on this.
Sorry.
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HASH HARRIER MAGAZINE
The international hash trash – Hash Harrier Magazine – has approached us to contribute towards a feature they are including
on the “Top 5 European Events 2017”, which will do a short piece on a number of events being organised in the next year. It
is a real honour for the club to hit their radar and our 2000th weekend to be considered as potentially one of the top 5
(especially considering we’ve never done this before!) in Europe, so our most experienced travellers, Keeps It Up and
Wildbush, are on the case, and have sent the following spiel along with a number of photos. Fingers crossed it’s included as
this will be amazing publicity for us and really helps get Brighton H7 on the World hash map:

Brighton H7 2000th Run Celebration on 24-26 March
Brighton is an English southern seaside resort town boasting wide beaches and the
famous Brighton Pier. The event will be held at the Southease Youth Hostel, a
refurbished 17th century Sussex farmhouse east of Brighton. It is surrounded by the
rolling hills of the South Downs National Park, a favourite running area for the
Brighton Hash. The weekend celebration will feature a CRAFT H3 100th pub crawl,
ending with a meal and dancing with Brighton Hash’s own Mr. Soul, DJ Psychlepath.
The Saturday night theme is of course, “Brighton at the Beach”, complete with
dancing to Britain’s favourite hash band, Main Vein.
On a windy 26th of June 1978, six hashers took part on hash from Devils Dyke, also in
the South Downs National Park. The hash has run every Monday since. The founder,
Robbie Salton, of Islamabad H3, won a £5 bet that he couldn’t get a hash started in
Brighton! Robbie only ran for 1 year, yet two of the original hashers from Run No. 1
still hash with Brighton on a regular basis!
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EGH3 Run 1235 18 December 2016
Hares: Dic Doc; Diane Clayton
Message from Dic Doc ...

11.00

East Grinstead Sports Club Saint Hill Road East Grinstead
379363 RH19 4JU

We plan to leave EG sports club at 11am. Plenty of car parking at the rear of the complex.
We need an idea of who wants food by 13th Dec. There will be hot food for £7 including a veggie option. Probably a
curry and a chilli with bread or salad. If those eating can let me know that would be
great! Please reply to cathy@samuel.demon.co.uk

As it’s Christmas, it’s time for the annual ‘let the girls get a look in’ Page Three, so....
LADIES FIRST:

FIRST LADIES:
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Obama, Hillary and Trump are standing at the throne of heaven. God looks at them and says, "Before granting you a place at my side, I must ask you what you have learned, what you
believe in."
God asks Obama first: “What do you believe?" He thinks long and hard, looks God in the eye, and says, "I believe in hard work, and in staying true to family and friends. I believe in
giving. I was lucky, but I always tried to do right by my countrymen". God can’t help but see the essential goodness of Obama, and offers him a seat to his left.
Then God turns to Hillary and says, "What do you believe?" Hillary says, "I believe passion, discipline, courage and honour are the fundamentals of life. Like Obama I believe in hard work.
I, too, have been lucky, but win or lose, I've always tried to be a true patriot and a loyal American." God is greatly moved by Hillary's high-pitched eloquence and he offers her a seat to
his right.
Finally, God turns to Trump and says, "And you, Donald, what do you believe?" Trump replies, "I believe you're in my seat."

REHASHING
Sportsman, Goddards Green - After last weeks Wiggy problems, Prince Crashpian announced that the hash committee and
hash cash had approved a new HTL search system by which we’d all been imprint tagged to ensure no-one got lost, and not to
concern ourselves with the helicopter following us round! Joke was lost on Wiggy though, who’d decided he couldn’t take the
flak and stayed home! This was so close to Burgess Hill that Bogeyman had cajoled a good few from the Runners into joining
us for the first time, and many positive things they had to say as well! Although hare wasn’t on it, the early part of the r*n
(basically south-west after a short road east) was the reverse of the Henfield hash visit a few weeks earlier, which was
enough to throw those of us who were present into checking completely the wrong way at the river. Correct trail was east-ish,
mostly along the south bank, to the outskirts of Burgess Hill, to follow the circular footpath down to a very jolly sparkler
stop. Sadly no sip as, frankly, we were lucky to have the hare after family illness nearly took him away, but great fun all the
same! One more muddy stretch and a thrash back along the road to clean the shoes had us On Inn.
As St. Bernard was on standby, RA called him up with hare anyway, introducing a new song to the Ghostbusters theme:

When you’re given a beer, but you’ve driven here, who can you call? Saint Bernard!
When you’ve committed a sin, but didn’t come in, who shall we call? Saint Bernard!
When you’re supposed to set trail, but there’s an epic fail, who we gonna call? Saint Bernard!
When you lose the way, who will save the day? Saint Bernard!
When you’re needing a cask, who’s up for the task? Saint Bernard!
When we don’t use a pub for the post hash grub? Who we gonna call? Saint Bernard!
Down, down, down, down down da-da-da-da, da-da-da-da down etc.
No doubt new lines will be written as he continues to save the day in other ways!
Next up were Dildoped (after his namesake Hurricane Matthew raged across the US,
he wimped out at a puddle!); Anybody (extracurriculars - boasted about coming 2nd at
an OCH3 r*n, then got lost on Hastings H3 missing the sip and even the circle after
seeing us return then going and sitting on his own in the pub); and Bushsquatter (who’d tried to light the wrong end of the
sparkler, but also birthday and thinking her heart rate was 200+ reading the elevation on her new toy by mistake). News in
this week was that Knight Rider is to be re-made prompting us to take a look at him and consider improvements. He was
joined by Keeps It Up launching a new career in pest control after using himself as bait to get wasps out of his attic! The new
bods all having gone, Bogeyman was called for not explaining hashing to them properly, specifically the bit about the pub,
whereas his own wife, Roaming Pussy, was first through the door of new Haywards Heath micropub, the Lockhart Tavern! It
would have been a crime not to bring Random Sparkles up on the firework hash, and continuing the theme, Cliffbanger, and
finally, Bouncer was called for mistaking steam for smoke, thinking Lily the Pinks torch was alight! Another great hash!
Marquis of Granby, Sompting Our annual foray into Sompting found us returning to the Marquis after several years at the
Gardeners Arms, though it usually makes little difference to the likely territory. Pondweed lied blatantly, which suggests he’s
getting the hang of being a hare at last, by saying it would be mud-free, which coupled with the promised sip had us thinking
we might be heading towards his offices for a visit. So I decided to go with road shoes and jog over, realising the error as I
ran past the sip stop just a couple of hundred yards from the pub, doh! Needless to say we wasted no time crossing the
hazardous A27 and hitting the mud on the way up to Lambleys. All sorts of confusion reigned at Lychpole Hill with calls of On
coming from up the hill in both directions, while Victoria headed off on the walkers route. The SCB was later though and he
was correct so off we went again through the farm, then on the Three Forts route to the bottom of Steep Down where a big
hold check gave some of the more distant torches time to catch up. Swerving the trig at the top we cut round the side to
drop down to the pylons and headed north to pick up the road as per last year. Wrongly, of course, but it was still worth it for
Mudlarks crash and burn, so a swift u-ey, and it was back to re-cross the dual carriageway and head in to the sip. Some
seriously pokey beers were on offer along with snacks and softies, but the pub was just a whoop away so On Inn. In the circle
Pondweed was lambasted for not supplying the much publicised super moon due to the cloud cover, while co-hare, Ride-itBaby somehow managed to get lost with a map, undoing her earlier short-cut to take Lily the Pink on an extended return.
There was a warm welcome for Virgin Neil, Mudlark for his bath and LTP, for his usual late solo run, always disorganised when
Random isn’t there (as this is fairly local to her workplace). Wiggy appears on the notes which is probably for missing the
circle at the Trevor Arms, but I don’t remember him getting beer! Oh well, another great hash!
Bouncer
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“OMG the next page!”

IN THE NEWS part 1 – US Trumps UK in unexpected poll results,
results, or 11/9 the new 9/11:
9/11:

If minorities have the race card and women have the gender card, what do rednecks have? The Trump Card

Humpty Trumpty wants a great wall. Humpty Trumpty wants Mexico to pay for it all.

Before criticizing illegals, Donald Trump made sure his pools were clean and his lawns were mowed!

What does Trumps hair and a thong have in common? They both barely cover the asshole.

REHASHING ctd ...
Spotted Dog, Angmering Despite only getting to run
with us once or twice a year, Malibog regularly
manages to squeeze in a haring. Rejecting first
choice, 6 bells at Lyminster, due to lack of territory
and the distance, this year saw a return trip to
Angmering village for a cheeky little route reversal
of the trail from 4 years back from the Lamb, albeit
in the dark of winter. Pretty severe weather
hampered the trail setting, as well as a mischievous
hernia, so the visitor set the walkers route leaving
the main trail to Bouncer to take the flack for. Not
many braved the rain, which in the finest hash
tradition stopped before the off anyway, but the
trail, marked with a sawdust/ flour mix held up well
as we cut across the fields and overflowing ponds to
Poling before returning across the golf courses, via a
couple of fish hooks, to a sip stop with beer courtesy of On-Don at the Rugby Club. Sadly many missed the Harveys & scones
and returned on the out trail when they ran through an arrow (which should really have been a hold check!), although Keeps It
Up did continue past the pub to reverse the correct in-trail back to the sip, where Angel was bemused to see Bouncer necking
the beer despite claiming to be on the wagon, justifying it using some alcohol leakage factor! At the pub we learned that
Prince Crashpian had lost the out-trail, the walkers had lost it completely (returning on the walkers out trail after taking the
runners start and missing the sip!), while Chopper and co had lost the pub! With renovation going on, we found ourselves
shunted through piles of furniture to a back room, which at least, given the pubs refusal to contribute, gave us the
opportunity to use up the sip beer for down downs, which were conducted by Mudlark. The hares duly downed, Pirate was
called for running in Jesus creepers along with Wiggy who’d interrupted with some witticism. Visitor from London H3, Killed
Kenny, had gone above and beyond the call of duty by cycling all the way from Brighton, while Bouncer was elected stand-in
numpty for fishhook cruelty catching Mudlark twice, even though Psychlepath had refused to return. Another great hash!
Fox on the Downs, Brighton Despite so many closures and supermarket takeovers in recent years, there are still pubs we
have, in some cases criminally, never run from before. Virgin hare Just Alex found one that Cyst Pit and I had considered a
couple of years ago but it didn’t work out due to his hours at the time. Despite the freezing cold outside the pub, jaws
dropped when the hare announced the trail was around 13km (which perhaps is the danger of not ensuring a new hare has one
more experienced with them), so we decided we’d better get on with it! In search of some marks to set us on trail we charged
round the Racecourse buildings before the call back came for us to gallop along the racecourse itself. On was found over the
road and the Drove Road, past the old Sunblest bakery and up Newmarket Hill. By now pack was already pretty stringy, as was
Hash Gomi, who decided to become Hash Gobby and release a prize expectoration over the usually benign Dildoped who went
into a corduroy rage. The hash horn has not been sounding well lately but, for no more than the cost of postage, Matt
managed to get the thing fixed and louder than ever, which explains why your scribe is still suffering ear drum issues! Don’t
get involved is best advice as he soon forgave Dave anyway. A couple of left-handers at the checks established this as an anticlock trail as we re-crossed the Falmer road to find ourselves cutting down the edge of the Bevendean parkrun course. Hare
did a great job of watching out for Wiggy, who had quickly assumed his rearguard role, as the rest of us carved rapidly
through Bevendean (if there’s ever an area that adds wings to the
heels...) to take on the ascent of Jacobs Ladder for a
straightforward On Inn. The pub had seen sense and not fulfilled
their threat to put the food out at 9 whether we were there or not,
but they quickly lost brownie points with, instead of a polite refusal, a
highly disdainful f. off to providing down down beer, which clearly
narked Knightrider. Circle up and Alex was congratulated on a fine
job, as well as having another baby on the way. The lateness of the
hour meant that long-absent returnee Julie D, as well as big birthday
boy On On Don (clue: he’s up for a knighthood), had both already
gone, so Gomi was awarded before we moved on to naming the hare.
Various options were put forward, generally associated with his
Slovak nationality – Hoover Dam/ Check Whoosh, but he ended up, in
light of the trail as Checkless [given Sarah’s hash name and current
state, What’s in the Fridge was also quietly suggested but summarily
dismissed!]. After his recent solo hash stints, Wiggy should’ve known
better when Bogeyman turned back than to suggest it would be
quicker forward than back (it wasn’t). He should also have known
better than to keep demanding his mug back, as the numpty mug had
finally reappeared, so RA was happy to oblige! Another great hash! B

Brighton Christmas lights amuse again:
Starting a bit Leslie Philips:

Things soon got a bit rude:

Before the hash got three unexpected mentions:

#BELIEVE = I believe I’ll hash tonight.

#FAIRY if you don’t hash tonight.

#HOPE Random hashes tonight.

REHASHING the CRAFT
After a sparsity of CRAFT activity of late, November threw up a decent
spattering of drinking opportunities. Well of course it would, since I’d stated my
intention of sitting on the wagon! I did at least have the foresight to stick an
exclusion for the CRAFT on Friday 18th November but at too short notice to
make it an official CRAFT crash, we found ourselves (along with a host of other
CRAFT regular and occasionals) at the Barnes Christmas party pub crawl in
Canterbury on Friday 11th, thanks to a kind offer to crash at T-Bar Twin and
P!ssticides. T-Bar persuaded me to drink and add an extra day on at the end!
Arriving at the station we attempted to purchase tickets from the machine only
to find that it was more expensive with a Railcard than without. “That’s bloody
ridiculous”, said Sally, “We’ll get them on the train”. Naturally there was no sign
of a guard on the train, so we got off at Canterbury West all ready to get our tickets to find the platforms full of people, the
gates open and the station staff hiding from whatever incurred the wrath of the commuters. “We’ll get them on the way
home”, said Sally, not accounting for James, who had fallen slightly behind, yelling at the top of his voice, “I say, Sally Rogers,
what are we doing about these bally tickets we haven’t bought?”. So we ran. Re-orientating ourselves shortly after, and armed
with the pub crawl map, we found ourselves heading past #3,Bishops Finger, which P!ssti had recommended we swerve later
as it was a bit non-hash like. I was almost through the door, but decided to see how the evening panned out, so continued up to
#1 The Old Buttermarket to find the early birds who’d opted for the earlier start time (we’d been given 7.15 by one source,
6.30 by another!) enjoying the beer, including Daffy and Little Bear. Keeps It Up and Wildbush arrived soon after, but no sign
yet of Radio Soap and Cyst Pit, whose kids we were looking after from Saturday and the reason we couldn’t do the whole
weekend. I still managed a 2nd beer before they arrived but we were soon off to the excellent brewpub #2 Foundry for an
overwhelming choice. Without a word to Airhead, Proxy slipped away with Cyst Pit to #3, but conscious of train times, we
wandered on to the oldest pub in Canterbury, #4 the Parrot, via the Kashmir to book a table for later. Pleasant enough but
the old taste buds were getting ready, so a quick visit to #5 The Jolly Sailor, now finding ourselves ahead of the game
(although we did find Chipmonk Layby Scud and Fetherlite here), and we were on inn to eat. Barnes had arranged a set menu
but we decided to get in earl y but even with that it was still quite slow so we ended up heading home by cab, despite James’
concern about the rail tickets! Another great Barnes Christmas Party Weekend Opening Night Pub Crawl!
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A week later it was time for CRAFT #95 and the intention had been to visit the Snowdogs before they were taken away, as
well as a few pubs that have been overlooked. A rough route was drafted, but that was the end of the planning, the date
chosen coinciding with the hares sons birthday, so although Angel (and ET!) let me go it meant she wouldn’t be able to join us.
Arriving at Shoreham Station with Bob’s Crutch and Bob, it was immediately apparent that there was a Brighton game on.
There was a bit of an ‘umm’ moment but the full effect wasn’t appreciated until a message from Wooden Chew revealed that
he’d been unable to get to #1 the Cyclist due to the thousands heading for the Amex so had fallen into the Three Jolly
Butchers. Bogeyman and Roaming Pussy got the message and headed down to the Butchers just as Alex announced he’d made it
round the crowd to #1 after all, so we managed to do the same. Then a text from Wildbush with more Southern Rail woes
meant they wouldn’t make it, so it was a small group that ambled out to pat the head of the dogs by the station, just as Radio
Soap and Cyst Pit arrived bottom lips quivering at the realisation that they’d missed #1. Plan B was to fall through the door of
the West Hill so they could quench their thirst where we found the Brighton game already under way on the telly, despite the
thousands still stranded at the station. Beer was very limited so we necked and headed on up to 7 Dials to try the Cow.
Bogeyman had been here before and informed us all how very drunk he’d got at a company do, but the range was limited to
CRAFT beers. Although noisy to start, this soon became intolerable as they cranked up the volume and more young
professionals poured in, so Dave, Alex and I went to get some chips before moving on. Somehow we lost Alex at the chippy so
after a few minutes searching, during which Bob & Anne decided to bale out, we headed on. In the confusion we went the
wrong way out of the pub and bypassed the dogs but kept the trail going to head down to the Brighton Beer Dispensary. This
is a pub I’ve especially wanted to visit for a long time but Cathy had fond memories of
the Windmill and wanted to stop there. A quick look through the door revealed a couple
of beers on but Cyst Pit vetoed so we didn’t stop. Unfortunately no mark was put down
so when Wooden Chew attempted to follow trail to find us he made it this far before
giving up and going home, which is a bloody shame as our next pub was excellent, and
just round the corner! So our small group made it to the CRAFT pub for only the 2nd
time in its history, where we found Eve and Angel from the Wellington propping up the
bar. Giving up on the dogs, Dave and Daryl rushed for the train so it seemed an
opportune time to call it a night, but when I got to the station I discovered a 45
minute wait for a rail replacement bus so fell into the Evening Star for a quick timepasser. It’s too easy to fall amongst thieves, and the first spot was old mate Shaun
rapidly followed a by few other runners, many back from the football and including
rare hasher Mark Halls. So a pint turned into more and finally a cab home, in a very
unstable state, to wrap up what, for those who stuck through the early problems, was
eventually another great CRAFT hash. I’ll get my coat.

BIZARRO CHRISTMAS...

It was Christmas and the judge was in a merry mood as he asked the prisoner, "What are you charged with?"
"Doing my Christmas shopping early", replied the defendant.
"That's no offence", said the judge.
"It is if you don’t wait for the the shop to open", countered the prisoner.

IN THE NEWS part 2
Now Fifa fines England and Germany over WW1 Christmas match:
NOVEMBER 2, 2016 – EXCLUSIVE By Doug Trench, Defence Editor
The English and German football associations have been fined by FIFA because the famous Christmas Day match
between opposing World War One troops was “a political statement”.
FIFA, a proud and squeaky-clean guardian of world football, caused a storm this week by banning England and
Scotland players from wearing poppies on their shirts during the Armistice Day World Cup qualifier on November 11.
Despite the poppy being a symbol of remembering the fallen heroes of conflict, FIFA deemed it inappropriate on a
football shirt – even though hundreds of thousands from both countries have perished side-by-side in battle.
Now FIFA has taken its tough stance even further with a retrospective £50,000 fine for England and Germany following
events 102 years ago. A FIFA spokesman said: “It has come to our attention that on Christmas Day in 1914 opposing
allied and German troops on the front line put down their weapons, crossed into No Man’s Land and enjoyed a game of
football. “This was not only an unsanctioned international
match, but also it was clearly a politically motivated statement.
This is simply not allowed, and such humanity and compassion
goes against everything we stand for.”
FIFA’s latest daft ruling infuriated football supporters, war
veterans and politicians. World War Two veteran Alan JonesMcSmith, 93, from Ipswich in Suffolk, said: “FIFA is a corrupt
waste of space. They can stick their poppy ruling and fine
where it hurts.”
A spokesman for the English FA said: “The Christmas Truce
match is one of those iconic moments in history, showing
football can provide compassion and comradeship at a time
when everything around it is going to hell. FIFA is proving yet
again how out of touch it is with not just football fans, but
decent people everywhere.”
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The curse of 2016 continues to take its toll:

While these 2 show how it’s done:

As Andy Murray gets crowned World number one for the first time in
his career, people are calling him Scotland’s greatest ever sportsman.
Which, see left, only goes to show what short memories they have.
A timely point at which to recognise Kevin Rowland as the wag behind
their famous Top of the Pops appearance when Dexy’s Midnight Runners
were performing the song “Jackie Wilson said...” and the picture behind
showed Jocky Wilson instead. Believed to have been a production cockup, the truth was revealed when the great <big> man passed in 2012.

And finally...
Has there been any statement from Agatha Christie's family since the
confirmation that Prince Harry is dating Miss Markle??

THE HISTORY OF SANTA CLAUS - THE UNTOLD STORY
1689 - Spanish-German explorer Santa Claus discovers the North Pole, and
establishes a small base camp.
1691 - Because of harsh and meagre living conditions, the crew abandons him.
1692 - Claus is rescued by the Viking ship Hvorfor. He returns to Europe,
bringing some items along with him from the North Pole. He finds he is able to
sell them quite easily, making a small profit.
1703 - Claus saves up enough money to buy a small ship and crew, and returns to
the North Pole. Upon arriving, he finds his base camp, half-buried but still intact.
1704 - Claus returns to Europe with a shipload of North Pole artefacts, and is
successful in selling them. He makes enough profit to increase his crew, and buys
building materials to expand his polar base.
1705 - Claus returns again to the North Pole, and builds quarters for him and his
crew, and sets up the Polar Exports Company.
1716 - After six shiploads of exports, the European market is flooded with polar
artefacts, as well as the phony ones making charlatans rich. Seeing this decline,
Claus decides to invest his money by starting a toy company in his native
Germany.
1720 - Claus Toys becomes the largest toy company in Germany, but only
because of Claus' underhanded business dealings. (It was also rumoured that
Claus was dealing with enemy countries as well). Competitors urged government
officials to begin an investigation.
1721 - Enough evidence is found, and charges are drawn up against the Claus
Toys Company. Claus himself refuses to release his records.
1722 - The German Supreme Court finds Claus guilty of tax evasion and treason.
When this news breaks, Claus' employees all turn against him and his company.
1723 - Claus is exiled to Sicily, and shortly before leaving, he absconds with all
of the company's funds.
1724 - A search party is sent to the Mediterranean to recover the funds, however,
Claus hears of this ahead of time, and he and his Sicilian wife flee for their lives.
(Some say he went into Northern Africa, but it is assumed this was a ruse to lure
the searchers off course. He is believed to have returned to his North Pole base).
1725 - Claus II is born en route to the North Pole.
1725-1734 - The Claus' lay low at the North Pole. Claus teaches his son the arts
of toymaking and business dealings.
1735 - Rumour has it that Claus has hired Scandinavian builders to construct a
castle for him at the North Pole, making use of almost half of the company funds.
1739 - The castle is finished, and is one of the largest in the world. Claus II
reaches his 15th birthday, and in the same year, Claus' wife dies, accidentally
falling from a balcony in one of the castle's great halls.
1740 - Claus, mourning his wife, becomes increasingly ill.
1745 - Santa Claus II becomes of age, and begins taking care of the castle and of
his sick father.
1747 - Using the remaining company funds, Claus II builds a small city around
the castle to attract workers and craftsmen.
1748 - Word of the North Pole settlement reaches Europe. The Elves of Eastern
Europe, quickly becoming political outcasts and striving for a better life, begin
immigrating in waves to the North Pole.
1753 - All the elves have left Eastern Europe and have become firmly established
at the North Pole. Claus II begins his father's toy company once again, with an
estimated 30,000 elves employed. Claus I dies, at age 89.
1755 - The North Pole officially becomes a nation, and Claus II and his wife take
the throne. The toy business continues to flourish, and the elves enjoy prosperity.
Claus III is born.
1757 - The great stables are built, and scientists are secretly hired by Claus II to
begin an ambitious project that of breeding and training reindeer to fly.
1773 - The flying reindeer are achieved and become Claus II and III's major form
of transportation.
1774 - A mutant reindeer, named Rudolf, is born whose nose emits light. He
becomes an outcast of the reindeer society, and is taken in by the Claus
government. Claus II celebrates his 50th birthday, inviting several other world
leaders for a stay at his castle. To impress them, he displays a lavish show of
wealth, all at the elves' expense. He gives the other leaders the impression of a
dictatorship under the guise of royalty. The elves sense this, and the seeds of
rebellion are planted.
1777 - As conditions become increasingly strict, the elves begin to search for a
leader to lead their revolt. Rudolf, still in favour of the Claus government, sees
their plight and begins thinking of ways to use it to his advantage.
1784 - On his 60th birthday, Claus II takes a sleigh ride down main street during
the Christmas day parade, and is assassinated by a radical faction of elves. Claus
III, now 29, takes over immediately and puts martial law into effect for the whole
North Pole. Civil war breaks out as Rudolf leads the elves in rebellion.
1785-1792 - The Seven Year Strike takes place. The elves refuse to make toys,
and the Claus Toy Company nearly goes bankrupt, as the North Pole hits an
economic low. Claus III, fearing for his life, becomes a prisoner of his own
castle. Rudolf rises to the peak of his power, and sets himself as leader of the
Elven community.
1796 - Rudolf and his army unsuccessfully attempt to invade Norway. More than
10,000 elves are killed.
1800 - Inside the castle, unbeknownst to the elves, Claus IV is born.
1802 - After a string of political blunders, Rudolf senses that he is quickly losing
favour with the elves. Frosty the Snowman is built, brought to life, and used as a
political scapegoat.

1804 - Frosty the Snowman is melted at a public execution, and the elves are
calmed of their unrest, for the moment.
1819-1826 - After a long period of unrest, Rudolf is finally ousted, and Claus III,
aged 71, rightfully regains the throne. Prince Claus IV is introduced to the elves
publicly for the first time.
1827-1841 - The Renormalization years. Claus III brings the near-bankrupt Claus
Toys Company out of dormancy and appoints his son as president. In order to
clear their bad name and make up for their out-of-the-way location, they decide
to start the hugest advertising campaign ever. Each Christmas, Claus IV will ride
all over the world, distributing free toys to children everywhere. The ad campaign
becomes a hit, but remains very costly.
1837 - Claus III dies.
1851 - As the annual ad campaign continues, deficits pile up, and the elves are
asked to work harder, longer hours and still take a pay cut. They start to
complain, but Claus assures them he will do all he can to help them. As a sign of
goodwill, Claus IV marries an Elven wife, strengthening the bonds between the
Claus family and the elves.
1856 - Claus V is born. In order to celebrate, Claus IV decides to stay at home,
and so he suggests that department stores use costumed employees to represent
him. They do, and it works out so well that he decides to do it every year.
1857-1867 - Claus V grows up, spending most of his time visiting with his elf
relatives and friends. Claus IV, who spends most of his time building up the
company, doesn't seem to mind, in fact, he feels that it's good publicity.
1871 - Working conditions continue to worsen for the elves, and they try to convince Claus V to overthrow his father and give the government back to the elves.
1872 - Claus V usurps his father's throne, sending him to live the remainder of
his life under guard in the castle's west wing.
1875 - After reading the works of Karl Marx, Claus V chooses communism as
the new form of government for the North Pole. Some elves protest this, but they
are successfully quieted. (It is also because of communism that Santa Claus' suit
later changes from beige to red.)
1881 - Claus IV dies in captivity, just as the new government gets underway. His
funeral is not a large one.
1887 - In order to keep up with growing populations, Claus Toys becomes
industrialized. The elves learn the ways of mass production on the assembly line.
1893 - Another mutant reindeer is born, and is named Rudolf II in honour of the
first one, whom the communist government now honours for "giving the
government back to the elves."
1900 - Sigmund Freud's "The Interpretation of Dreams" is published.
1902 - After he had been presumed dead for years, Frosty the Snowman is
claimed to have been sighted on several occasions. All throughout the kingdom,
children claim that they all heard him say he'd be back again some day.
1906 - Claus VI is born. The Claus family celebrates, but the elves aren't the least
bit excited.
1909-1922 - The toys distributed yearly begin to show signs of propaganda
influence. Frosty the Snowman continues to appear occasionally, and Claus V
begins to grow uneasy, fearing some sort of hidden sabotage.
1925 - Claus V dies, under mysterious circumstances. He is found buried in the
snow in the castle garden, frozen solid. Many think it is the work of Frosty, but
no one can prove it.
1926 - Claus VI takes over, and immediately tightens up security. He rules with
an iron hand, but a fair one. Electric lights are installed in the streets, and the
castle and the town gets electricity. The factories are expanded, and the toys
continue to be used as propaganda for the world.
1929 - Angered by Claus' commercialization of Christmas, the Grinch attempts to
remove the material goods to show the true meaning of Christmas. He fails, and
later Claus commissions a cartoon, which warps the story so that the Grinch is
made out to be the villain.
1949 - Claus VII is born.
1979 - Claus VI dies of natural causes.
1933-1990 - The North Pole remains stable, with everything running smoothly.
Across the Western world, a pattern starts to emerge and become noticed.
Children receive Claus' toys each Christmas, but as they grow older, their parents
throw them away and then they tell their children that there is no Santa Claus.
1991 - First sightings of Anti-Claus.
1993 - Anti-Claus is observed closely with telescopes, and photographed. His suit
is like that of Santa Claus, but with the reds and whites reversed. He carries a 3ply Hefty bag full of gifts no one wants or needs. And instead of using reindeer
and a sleigh, he rides in a bathtub pulled by eight flying cows.
1997 - Anti-Claus is radar tracked and found to live in an underground hideout
run by dwarves at the South Pole.
2002 - Communism fails utterly at the North Pole due to the nature of the elves.
Claus VII, flying clockwise around the earth making the Christmas rounds,
collides with Anti-Claus, who was flying counter clockwise. A huge explosion
and blinding flash of light occurs, leading scientists to believe that they
annihilated each other.
2007 - The North Pole becomes a democracy, run wholly by the elves. Christmas
is no longer commercialized or exploited. Happiness is finally achieved
throughout the kingdom.
2011 - It is discovered that Claus VII did not die in the explosion, but merely
made it appear so. From there he went to live in the Bahamas. He is later found,
dead of a heart attack, in a Jacuzzi with two and a half dozen nymphets.

